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INSPECTION OF A POSSIBLE DAMSITE ON THE COTTER RIVER
ABOUT ONE MILE UPSTREAMOMVANITT'S CROSSING, A.C.T.sErnaneRt 1964.

At the invitation of Mr.g.M.Wilson, Chief Hydraulic Engineer,
Commonwealth Department of Works, Melbourne, I joined an inspection party
to examine two possible alternative sites for large storage dams for
Canberra Water dupply (Figure 1). The inspection was made on Wednesday,
23rd September, 1964, in the company of r.Wilson and Mr.D.Stockdill,
Executive Engineer, and Mr.B.Fitzgerald, Principal Hydraulic Engineer, of
the Department of Works, Canberra. In the time available it proved to be
possible to visit the lower site only. The inspection was confined to the
west bank and abutment, and a saddle about SW yards to the north-west
(pee Figure 2). The site is on the Cotter 1:50,000 Sheet (8627-11),
military grid reference 895331. In Figure 2 it lies roughly between co-
ordinates 14800S, 39500W and 13800S, 38500W.

The other site is about^miles up stream at about military
grid reference 882305; it is not referred to further in this ropett4

Access

The lower site can be approached from either east or west from
the Vanity's Crossing road. Nearest approach to the site is on the western
side and involves a walk, over rough, steep terrain, of about half a mile.
The road crosses tLe saddle referred to above (co-ordinate 12,4005, 39,900W).
Vanity's Crossing is a ford through the Cotter River and is impassable
when the river is flowing strongly. Looked gates prevent access by the
general public.

Topography.

Figure 2 shows the terrain configuration in the general vicinity
of the site; it can be seen that the greatest relief is about 770 feet,
between the roughly conical hill (top at co-ordinate 13500S, 39600W ) that
would form the left abutment of any dam at the site, and the bed of the
river. The lowest point of the saddle to the north-west of the damsite,
where two roads intersect is at an elevation of 2,238 feet, about 350 feet
above the river. Farther north-west the road also crosses a saddle between
the Lees Creek and the Cotter River. drainages; height of the saddle is not
precisely known, but it may be as low as 2,260 feet. At the possible dam-
site the river is about 520 feet below the river level at the foot of
Bendora Dam, about eight or nine miles farther upstream.

In the length of the river in which the dam would be sited the
west side of the river valley has a slope of from 30 degrees to 42 degrees
over a distance of about 2,000 feet for the first 500 feet oof elevation
above the river; the east side of the valley slopes at 30 and steeper
to an elevation of 400 feet above river level over about 1,000 feet of
river length.

Valley walls are generally steep throughout the potential storage
area but flooding of tributaries would make reasonable storage for a dam
°vex 300 feet high.

Regional Geology

No detailed geological mapping has been done in the area of the
damsite and storage. Reports by Malcolm (1954) and Noakes (1948) deal with
the rock types, stratigraphy and structure in general terms. The stratiS.
raphy quoted is that established by Malcolm.

The damsite lies within an acute angle formed by the two major
regional faults. The fault on the west, known as the Pig Hill Fault,
strikes north-north-east and, as mapped, passes to the east of the saddle
at co-ordinate 12,400S, 39,900W. It may pass along the west side of the
Cotter Valley; it is a high angle, east-dipping normal fault and may
connect with the Cotter Fault. The effect of the fault on the surrounding
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rooks - the degree of shattering or silicification, for example, is not 
~own. The fault to tho south-east is a north-east striking normal fault, 
the Winslade Fault. As mapped it passes no more than 300 - 400 yalus to 
the south-east of the dam-site; it strikes parallel to the river at this 
point. The €8neral line of the fault passes along the river where the dam 
site is proposed, and, a s the position of the south-w\3stern end of the 
fault has not boen established by field mapping, the river course possibly 
marks ·the position of the Winslade Fault or a related parallel fault. 

The rocks between the faults are dacite flows and tuff of the 
Vapity Member of the Uriarra Volcanios; they are believed to be Upper 
Si~urian in age. West of the Pig Hill Fault the rocks are Middle Silurian 
Vo~canios, which are generally similar to the Uriarra Volcanics. They dip 
st~eply and are possibly overturned. Sputh of the Winslade Fault the rocks 
are metasediments of Ordovioian age. They are largely quartzite and 
phYllite and are intruded by biotite granodiorite of the MurrumbidgGe 
batholith. 

Within the potential reservoir area the rooks are generally 
dapitio volcanios of the Vanity Member, in,tho west, and Ordovician meta
sediments in the east. The contact has not been examined; it is either 
unponformable or faulted. Lower Silurian metasediments and ?Si1urian 
granito (granodiorite) probably extend into tho upper reservoir area, 
depending on the height to which it is proposed to build any dam. 

Damsite Ooology. 

In the course of a traverse from Vanity's Crossing Road along 
the western valley side, roughly to co-ordinate~ 14,450S, 38900W, and baok 
a19ng the west bank of tho river (soe Figure 2) the only rock type seen was 
a medium-grained crystal tuff, probably of daci tic composition. The rook 
is'strong, massive and slightly to moderately weathered at the surface; it 
ou~crops extensively and superfioial cover, of scree and soil, generally 
appears to be thin. 

Bold outcrops of the Volcanics tona, to be strongly and fairly 
regularly jointed but exposures at the general ground level are not con
spi,cuously jOinted. Possibly, therefore, joints are generally fairly 
tight at shallow depths and deep excavation would not be needed to find 
strong fotll1dations. However, in view of the major dislocation in the area.n 

aJC1;ensi ve faulting doubtless occurs wi thin the dam-site area and ~·0t'is.t:ve 
zo~es of shattering, probably with associated de\3p weathering and, or, 
hi~ permeability, are to be expeoted. 

Only one structure whioh appeared to be eo fault was observed -
this was a prominent steep-dipping plane of parting in volcanics(?) 
forming a oliff on the east bank of the river just upstream of the most 
southerly point·. of the traverse. It is probably significant that in a 
saddle toptgraphically above this feature, onothe east valley side, 
ext~nsive red soil was seen which oontrasts sharply with the general grey
brovm soil. Apart from this red soil, with its implication of a different 
lithology, the rooks east of tho river appear to be similar to th0Be on the 
we~t side and also crop out extensively. No definite bedding was observed, 
but downstream of tho bend to the left in the river, at about~ordina.te 
13800S, 38400W, strong parallel planes of parting above the east bank may 
be bedding planes. They dip obliquely upstream to give an estimated 30" -
4as;> south dip. 

Geology of the Two Saddlos 

The saddle at 12400S, 39900W is probably fault-controlled,there
fore the strength and water-tightness of the rook beneath saddle arG ~us~' 
and would require thoroogh testing. No rock outcrops were observed in the 
saddle or in ~~arb~ road cuttings. Fairly deep weathering, with s01l
formation ~~r~8C~~eneath, is to be ex~ected in the togographic, and 
possibly structural, situation that exists. 

\ 
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The saddle farther north-west, at about 10600S, 42,00W, was
not examined. Probably soil and weathered rock extends deeply here also
but the potential leakage path appears to be rather longer than for the
saddle at 124005, 39900W.

Construction Materials 

Availability of construction materials was not examined but it
is considered that rock material for either concrete aggregate or rock-fill
would have to be quarried. Satisfactory quarry material and sites should
be available close to the proposed damsite.

Adequate supplies of sand are not likely to be available within
a few miles of the damsite and crushing of local rock, such as the crystal
tuff or Ordovician sandstone, might prove more economical than haulage from
the Eurrumbidgee River, the nearest large source. Earth-fill material is
sparse in the immediate vicinity of the proposed damsite but may be
available in the elevated areas, where weathering is deeper than in the
valleys, or in scree slopes overlying the Ordovician metasediments or the
granodiorite.
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